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Abstract. We present a uni:f1edapproach to and a generalization of almost all known
recursion schemes concerning B-spline functions. This indudes formulas for the com-
putation of a B-spline's values, its derivatives (ordinary and partial), and for a knot
insertion method for B-spline curves. Fu~thermore, our generalization allows us to derive
interesting new relations for these purposes.
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B-spline functions and curves ar~ nowadays important tools in many fields of ma-
thematics and engineering, and in the meantime there exist a lot of recursion formu-
las for the computation of a B-spline'~ values (e.g. [deBoor 1972]' [Cox 1972]), its de-
rivative' (e.g. [deBoor 1972]' Meinardus [1984]), its partial derivative w.r.t. the knots
(e.g. [Schumaker 1982]' [Meinardus&Walz 1993]) and for knot insertion (e.g. [Boehm
1980]). A compendium of these relations can be found in many textbooks, such as [de-

Boor 1978]' [Farin 1988]' [Hoschek&Lasser 1989]' [Nürnberger 1989]' [Schumaker 1981] ..

In this paper we would like to present a unified approach to these formulas; we will
do this by proving generalized relations for each of the above-mentioned situations: B-
spline value recursions in Seetion 2, formulas for a B-spline's derivatives in Seetion 3, and
knot insertion in Section 4. Our generalizations do not only coveralmost all formulas
.mentioned in the first paragraph as special cases, but they allow also to derive quite .

easily some interesting new relations.

The approach we are going to present is in all cases based on thevery nice contour

integral representation of B-splines (1.2),due to G. Meinardus [Meinardus 1974].

1. Introduction
Let us be given natural numbers m and k with m ~ k > 1, and a set of knots

Xv E IR, v = 0, ... ,k ~satisfying

Xo < Xl < < XI.;.

To each knot Xv there is associated a natural number Tv, called the m'1!'ltiplicity of Xv

such that
TO +TI + ... + TI.; = m + 1 .

We call areal function f a (polynomial) B-spline of order m, belonging to the set of
knots {xv} with multiplicities Tv, V = 0, .. ,., k, if it pos ses ses the following properties:

f 1. It is
f(x)=O forallx<x(J and forallx>xl.;,

2. The restrictionof f to thesubinterval [X//)Xv+l), v = 0, ... ,k-2, and to
[xl.;-l,xkl belongs to the space II",-l of polynomials of degree at most in. - 1.

3. If Tv < m, it is
f E cm-1-r,. (U(xv))
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for a suitable neighborhood U( Xi') of the knot Xi" V = 0,1, ... , k ,
4. We have

3

It is well-known that there exists one and only one such function f. It is called B-spline

of order m and denoted by

B (
. I Xo •••.•• XI.:)

HL X •TU ..•.•. TI.:.

In the case of simple knots, we will also use the notation

••• X )'IIt

. . . 1

and
I ( # ) ( I Xu ... X -I X X +1 x

l
;" ) ,Bm-1 X; Xv := Bm-I xI... vI cr. '1 .

where of course a zero multi plicity indicates that the corresponding knot is no langer an

active one für this B-spline.

The basic theory of these functions is well-developed and can be found in any text-
book on spline functions ([deBoor 1978), [Schumaker 1981), [Nürnberger 1989]) or CAGD
([Farin 1988]' [Hoschek&Lasser 1989]), where sometimes other approaches and definitio~s I

are taken, but which of course lead ali to the same functions.

Furthermore it should be noted that there .exist in the literature also other normali-

zati.ons than the one given under # 4. Sometimes the integral is set equal to l/m, the
resulting B-spline being denoted by Qm(x) ,and in other approaches to (Xl. - xu)/m,
which yields the normalized B-splines Nm(x). We stick to the normalization J Bm = 1,

which is historically the correct one; however, since all these functions are related by

B", m.Qm
m

---.N'I1l.
XI.: - Xo

(1.1)

. .

all of the following results carry over to the Q", 's and Nm's by a simple multiplication

with constants.

Our fundamental tool will be the following contour integral representation of a B-
spline, which was proved by G. Meinardus in [Meinardus 1974J and further investigated

in several publications, see [Meinardus&Walz 1993].
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Theorem 1.1 [Meinardus 1974]: Let, for x E IR, C = C'" denote a simply closed and
rectifiable curve in the complex plane, such that all the knots xv'" v E {O, ... , k} ,
with x < x v and no others lie in the interior of that curve.
Then, carrying out the integration in the positive sense, we have

j' ( , )111--'1 dXo .. , ... x" m, z - x zB x ' , = -m( I ro r,,) 27ri c(z-xo)"o(z-xdJ'l. .. (z-xi,:)l'k (1.2 )

The representation (1.2) can serve as a theoretical tool as weIl as a practical instrument
for the computation of a B-spline, via the residue theorem (see [Meinardus&Walz 1993]).

2. B;.Spline Value Recursions

We begin this section by proving the following general B-spline recursion formula:

Theorem 2.1: With some natural number n, n :::;rv forv = ,0, ... , k, let there be

given real functions AI" v = 0, ... , k, satisfying

"LAI'(x)'xj, = xJ, j=O, ... ,n.
1'=0

Then the following recursion formula holds:

(2.1)

( I
Xo ... ... X,,) -Bm x -ro ., .... r"

"~. '"' Av(x), B1n_n(XI,Xom-'n ~ TU1'=0 '

xv-1
rv-1

Xv Xv+1
rll-n rll+1

(2.2)
Xk ) .

T"

Remark. In a recently published thesisby M. Neamtu, [Neamtu 1991] one can find two
formulae which turn out to be special cases of (2.2) (resp. (3.2) below) for n = 1 and
the case of simple knots. The author traces those formulae back tö [Dahmen 1980]
and [Micchelli 1979]' who found independently a corresponding relation for multivariate
simplex splines. However, although more general, the following proof is surely more

elementary than the one in the above-mentioned publication.

Froof of Theorem 2.1. Let us for the moment use the abbreviations

rrk (z - x ,)J'j
( ) )=U J ° kWII•1! z:= ( ) , v = , ... ,z - Xl' n

(2.3)

~md
.- B, (x I Xu ... Xv-1

,"'-1/ TO .. , Tv-1
XII+1
TII+1
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Then, according to (1.2), we have

B~/_,,(x) =

and therefore
I,.

m I: '--- . Av(X)' B;;'_I/(X)
m-n v=o

m - n r (z - x) m - n -1 dz
2";i .Je w",,,(z)

m I 2::=0 AL,(X)(Z - Xv)". (z _x)III-"-l dz
27ri.Je ,(z - xo)"o(z - Xd"l ... (z - X/,,)"k

m I (z-x)".(z-x)m~n.,-ldz
27ri .Je Ci - xo)'"o(z - xt}"I ... (z ..:...Xi.;)'"k

by means 'of (2.1) and the Binomial Theorem. This proves (2.2). 0

Before analyzing this general formula in more detail, we notethat it covers as a very

special case the standard recursion formula

( I Xo x},;) -
B", x ' -ro r},; ,

m '(x-xo B ,('lXI) ... X}';-l x},; )-,- . ",-1 X 1
m - 1 x},; - Xo ro ... r}';-l r},;-

x},; - x ( I Xo Xl,' .. X},;)),+ ---B,n-l x 1
x},; - xI} ro - r, .•• r},;

which is due to [deBoor 1972] and [Cox 1972].

(2.4)

1£we assurne to have simple knots and fix some value ~ E IR, the assertion of Theo-
,

rem 2.1 can also be interpreted as follows:

Corollary 2.2: If the point ~ zs written as the weighted sum 0/ the knots x" I

.m 1n

~ = I:A,/X,/ with I:A" = 1,
v=O v=o

\then the value of the B-spline B;n at ~ is the weighted sum of the B-spline, values

B;n-l(~; #x~) with the same coeffieients AL';

(2.5)

As an example, let ~o denote the Greville abscissa

~o = Xl + ... + Xm-l

m-l

Then

B~"(~u) (2.6)
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Proof. Set AO
Corollary 2.2.

A,,, 1/ (m - 1) for V. 1, ... , m - 1, and apply

o

. We now come back to the general case and ask for the existence of functions AI"

which satisfy (2.1) and are as si~ple as possible. The ans wer is given in

Theorem 2.3: Adopt the notation of Theorem 2.1, and assume furthermore that n S k,

Then. the following statements hold:
a) There exist k + 1 polynomials AO,'" ,AkE IIII , such that (2.1) is satisfied.
b) For each choice of n+ 1 distinct indices {vo, ... ,v,,} C {O, ... ,k}, there exist

n + 1 uniquely determined polynomials A//o"'" A//" E IIIl , such that

"L AI,.,(X)' xL"
y::O

x.! , j = 0, ... , n (2.7)

(i.e. (2.1) is satisfied under the additional condition that

A" = 0 for vE{O, ... ,k}\{vn, ... ,v,,}).

Proof. We only have to prove statement b). To do this, we must show that there are

coefficients a"e ,1" /L, (2 = 0, , .. , n, such that (2.7) holds with

This means that, for j = 0, ... , n , the polynomial identity

11 n

L L a", ../,x;,,, Xl'
y::O 1,::0

(2.8)

must hold. Comparing the coefficients of x.i on both sides of (2.8) leads us to the n + 1

systems of linear equations

"L a"e,I' x/'"
y::()

= { 1,
0,

if j = /L,

if j E {O, ... , n},j :I /L,
(2.9)

for /L = 0, ... ,n. The matrix üf these systems is a Vandermondian, hence regular, and

so the existence and uniqueness of the coefficients a"e .1' follows. 0
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Example. Take n = 1 , and set, for simplicity of the exposition, Vu := t and Vl := s.
I

Theri the systems (2.9) have the solutions

Xs -Xl
atO = , asOXs - Xt Xs - Xl

-1 1
an , aslXs - Xt Xs -Xt

and we obiain, inserting this into (2.2), the recursion formula

( I Xo ... .., x/.-). -Brn X -
Ta ..•••. TI.'

Xt-l
Tt-l (2.10)

Specializing once more to the case t
recursion formula (2.4).

Oand s k, we recover again the dassical

RemaTk. The deBoor algorithm for the iterative computation resp. construction of a B-
spline curve is surely one of the fundamental and most w~despread algorithms in CAGD.
Since it can be viewed as the B-spline-cuTve analogue to the dassicalrecursLon formula for

the B-splines itself (using which it is also usually proved, see e~g. [Hoschek&Lasser 1989]),
it is deal' that it would also be possible to formulate something like a "generalized deBoor-

a.lgorithm", just using (2.1) instead of (2.4).

We dose this section with a result of convolution type, connecting the B-splines with

the Bernstein (basis) polynomials, defined for kEIN by

Pk() (k) u( )k-u 0 kU X := v X 1- X , V = ,: .. , : (2.11)

(We note in passing that, since P,~ is also a B-spline, it pos sesses a contour integral
representation of the type (1.2), but we will make no explicit use of this fact here).
It is well-known that the Bernstein polynomials have linear precision W.Lt. the points

tu := v / k , v = 0, ... , k , i.e.

kL P,~(X)= 1 and
u=O

kL tUP,~(X) = x for all x .
u=O

(2.12)

Using Theorem 2.1, we therefore have proved:
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Theorem 2.4: ConsideT the B-spline B", cOTTesponding to the equidistant knots t" I

each of which is endowed with the multiplicity TI" V = 0, ... , k (i.e. m:= TO+ ... +
TI.:- 1). Then the following TecuTsion fOTmula holds:

( I
to ... ... tl.:)Bm x . =TO ., .... TI.:

h:

_m L k () .' ( I tu- --. PlI x .Bm-1 x
m-1 . TU

u=u

In paTticulaTj in the case of simple knots we have

t,,-l
T'.I-I

t" t,,+l
TI/-1 TI/+l

In ( )m m tJ '/I(-LJ 1--. "" x (1- x) . Bm_1(x; #t,,).
m-1 ~ v,,=U

By a simple shift of variable it becomes deal' that the results of Theorem 2.4 also hold

for any B-spline with equaHy spaced knots.

3. Derivatives and Partial Derivatives of B-Splines

With the same approach as in the previous section, it is possible:to find general

recursion formulas for the derivatives of a B-spline; actually this is the case for the
ordinary derivatives (i.e. with respect to the variable x},up to a certain order, as weH
as for the partial derivatives with respect to the knots X'I' Throughout this section we

assurne m 2: 2.

Theorem 3.1: With some natural numbeT n, n:S T,/ fOT V = 0, ... , k, and n < m,

let there be given Teal numbeTs Au, v = 0, . ',' , k, satisfying

I.: . {O j= 0, ... , n - 1,'L Au.xI = .'
1/=0 1, j = n.

Then the following TecuTsion fOTmula holds:

(3.1)

d" (I Xu X k )
dx" BII! x TO T" =

m! I.: ( I XI)

= (m_n)!'LAu.BII1-II x TO
1.'=11

(3.2)
x" ) .
TI.:
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Praof. The proof is in analogy to that of Theorem 2.1, using the fact that

d" I ) (1)".1 1 1 ( )m-"-l d__ .. B", x Xo Xl,: = - .m.. _ Z - x Z
dxll ( TU •••.. , TI,: (m-n-1)! 21Ti c (z-X())"o"'(Z-XI,:)rk

(3.3)

Equation (3.3) can be easily deduced from (1.2), see also [Meinardus&Walz 1993J. o

It should be emphasized that here - in contrast to the recursions of the previous
section -,-the A,,'s do not depend on x. Moreover, we can prove the following lemma,

which gives us one possible choice of these numbers explicitly.

Lemma 3.2: Adopt the notation of TheoTem 3.1, and assume in addition that n ::; k.
FUTthermore choose any subset of n+ 1 .distinct indices {vu; ... , v,,} fTom {O, ... , k} .

Then the real numbers Al" v = 0, ... , k , defined by

(3.4)for f2 = 0, ... , n
"rr (x"o - xV".)

<T=U. <Ti' 12 -

Al' 0 fOTVE{O, ... ,k}\{v(), ... ,v,,},

1

satisfy relation (3.1).

Proof. We only haveto apply Ctamer's rule to the reduced system

"""'Al' . xl,L (} g

I2=U
{
0, j = 0, ... , n - 1 ,

= . 1, J = n,
(3.5)

which yields the solutions

(_1)"+12 . rr ( )xVr - x""
O<{T<r<1l
-(7, r#;-

( -1)"+12

rr (x"" - x",,). (-l)"-Q
O<cr<lI
~,cQ

1

"rr (x"" - x",,)
(T==Ü -
cr::/;.g

for f2 = 0, ... , n .

o

A doser look onto the system of equations (3.5) and its solutions (3.4) leads us to
thefollowing rather funny relation between the n- th derivative of a B-spline and the

n- th order divided difference of certain other B-spline values: .
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4

j

I

Theorem 3.3: Choose, as in Lemma 3.2, any n+ 1 distinct indices {vo, ... , vn} J and

set for simplicity

Yc := Bm-" (x I Xoro
Xu,.-l
Tu,,-l

Xu,.+1
ru,.+l

for (! = 0, ... , n. (3.6)

Then
d" B ( I

Xo .. , ... Xj;)
-- "I X '. =dx 11 To ... ... r j;

m!
( ). ß(x "0' ... , x u" ; y) ,
ffi-n!

(3.7)

where ß denotes the usual divided difference operator, here applied to the vector

y = (Yo, ... , y" ).

Proof. It is well-known (see any textbook on Numerieal Analysis) that the divided
differenee ß of some function <p ean be written as a linear functional of the form

L Au,. <p(xu,J
0=0

with the Au" 's as given in (3.4). Now the assertion follows from (3.2).

Example. We ehoose again n = 1 and set Vn := sand VI := t. Then

o

1As = ---
Xs - Xl

and
1

At= ---
Xl - Xs

which gives us the following recursion formula for thefirst derivative:

d (I Xu xh:) =
-d B", Xx rn ... ... r k

m . (B. .( I Xu' ... Xs-l--- m-I X
Xs - Xl - ro ... T,,-l

- B1I1-1 (x.1 Xoro
Xl-l Xl Xt+l

Tl-l rl, -1 ri+l

(3.8)

Specializing onee more to the case s = k and t = 0 yields the well-known standard

recursion formula for (l~;H'li , due to C. deBoor.
Gf course our remark in section 2 about possible generalizations of deBoor type algo-
rithms also applies here, i.e. in the case of computing a B-spline curves J derivatives.

Combining equations (2.10) and (3.8), one can now easily prove the following in-

teresting relation between a B-spline and its first derivative; it generalizes a result oi
G. Meinardus (see [Meinardus [1984]), which is reeovered by setting s = k in (3.9).
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Theorem 3.4: For all s E {O, ... , k} and x E IR, we have the relation

Bm(xi Xo XI;) _ ~ .BI/I~l(xi Xl,l •.. Xs-l ,xs Xs+l
ru TI; m-l rn rs-lrs-l rs+l

X - Xs . .!!...... BI/I (x I XI) XI;).
m - 1 dx ro r I;

Proof. Eliminating the term "

( I
Xo ... Xt-l Xt Xt+l' .. XI;,)

Bm-l x , rt-1- ru ... rt-l rt+l ... rl;

from both equations (2.10) and (3.8), (3.9) is easily established.

1.1

(3.9)

o
We are coming now to the non-trivial problem of computing the partial derivative of

a B-spline, with respect to the knots xp' For simplicity of the exposition we, restrict
Oltrselves to the case n = 1 (first derivative); the transfer to higher order derivatives is
easily done with similar methods as, for example, in Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.5: Let there be given real numbers Au, v = 0, ... ,k , such that
I;:L Au = 0 and

1/=1)

-1.

for v = 0, ... , k, v -=1= f.L,

Furthermore pick some index f.LE {O, ... , k}, and set

fl" := {ru,
ru+1, forv=f.L.

Then the following recursion formula for the partial derivative holds:

Xu-l Xl' Xu+l
flu-l flv-'-l flv+l

(3.10)

Proof. Again we use the contour integral representation (1.2) and find
I; ,
'" A B ( I Xu' , X,,-l Xl' Xu+l'" XI;)

Tp,' L 1': m X flo flu-l flu-1 flu+l ... fll;
1/=0

j' ",I; '( ).( )m-l dm . rp, L..u=U A" Z - X" Z - X z
27ri . c (z - xo)i2o(z - XI)i21 ... (z - xdi2k

m.rl" 'j' , ' (z-x)m-1dz
2ri, ('(z - xuyo(z - Xl)"] ~.. (z - X",)"k . (z - X/I)

8 (I Xu~,Bm X r
uX'1 U

o
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An alternative proof of Theorem 3.5 can be given based on Theorem 3.1, using the
relation

~BIII(XI Xo XI,:) = _~. ~BI/I+L(xl Xo
8xp TU •.•.•. TI,: m + 1 dx eo

which was proved in [Meinardus&Walz 1993].

4. Knot Insertion

One of the fUndamental algorithms for the insertion of knots into B-spline curves was
presente~ by W. Boehm in [Boehm 1980] (cf. also [Farin 1988]). The essential formula of
that paper reads, in our notation,

( I
Xu .,. ' .. X" .. ) =

BI/I X
TU ••• '" TI,:,

~ - Xu B' ( I Xu
---. 111 X
XI,: - Xo TU

X. C
.I <,

Tj 1
X.i+l
Tj+l

... -XI> )

... TI,:- 1 (4.1)

+ XI> - ~ B (' I Xu .... Xj .~ Xj+l ... X".') .
• In X 1XI,:-XO To-1 ... Tj Tj+l .... TI,: ,

it connects a B-spline over the old knot sequence with two B-splines over the new one,
which is refined by adding the new knot ~.

Using our approach, based on the contour integral formula(1.2), we can now generalize
this formula in two ways:
1. We allow an n- fold knot to be inserted, and
2. Instead of XI,: and xo, arbitrary knots can be dropped in the B-splines on the right
hand side of (4.1).
The generalized knot insertion formula reads as follows:

(4.2)CI' , +. 0 .<, J ar j.L = , ... ,n .

Theorem 4.1: Let theTe be given same point ~E [xl),xJ.:], say Xj < ~ < Xj+l' With

same natural number n, n -:; rl/ for ZI = 0, ... , k, let there be given real numbers

AI/' ZI = 0, ... , k, satisfying

I,:

L A"X:;
,/=l)

Then we have the relation

B ( I Xl)m X :ru
...... XI,:)
... '.'. rl,:

I>

"\" Au . Bm (x I XoL. TO
1'=0

X j ~ X'j+l
rj n T.i+l

XI> ). (4.3)
rl,:
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Sketch 0/ proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1 follows the same idea as that of Theorem 2.1,
the essential formula which relates the integrands on both sides of (4.3) is given by

(z - X)"I-I dz
(z - xo)'o .. '(z - xi,)'"'

by means of (4.2).

~ k '( ')" ( ) 111 - I dL..u=lI /\" Z - XI/ . Z -:- x z

(z - XlI)'o .. '(z - Xi,)'"k '(z'-: O"
k '

. (z - X)"1-1 dz~ AI" .;:So (z - XIJ)'ü ... (z - x"),,.-II ... (z - Xi,)'k . (z - 01/

o
Remarks. 1. It is not necessary that the new knot ( lies in the interval [XIJ, x k] . This was
only assumed for notational reasons, but one could choose any real number ( instead.

2. For fixed x = (, condition (4.2) coincides with (2.1); this is a new proof of the well- -
known fact that the knot insertion algorithm can be viewed as the first stepof deBoor's
algorithm.

5. Final Remarks

The present paper is on B-splines and some of their properties, but what we were
in fact talking about was "something which has a contour integral representation of
thetype given in (1.2)". Now, such contour integrals are by far not restricted to the
representation of B-splines, but c"anbe used to represent rat her general recursion schemes,
see [Brezinski&Walz 1991]. Only as an example we remark that the (classical) divided
difference ~ canbe written as

~(XO"",Xlll;tp) 1 l tp(z) dz .
27ri .Jw (z - xo)(z - xL) ... (z - xi,) , (5.1)

..

tp being analytic inside the simply closed contour W. From (5.1) it can be'seen that

most of the present" paper's assertions apply also to the divided difference case, thus
recovering some of the results in [Mühlbach 1973, 1978] on classieal and generalized
divided differences.

Similarly there is no reason to be seen why aur results should be restricted to po-
r ,

lynomial splines. Since there exist contour integral representations similar to that in
(1.2) for several types ofnon-polynomial B-splines (see e.g. [Walz 1989, 1993]), it is most
likely,that we can find general recursions and knot insertion methods for non-polynomial
(e.g. trigonometrie or exponential) spline curves as weIl. This will be investigated in a
forthcoming paper.
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